
Halogen Heater  
Instruction Manual



Getting Started

Remove the appliance from the box. 
Remove any packaging from the appliance. 
Place the packaging inside the box and either store or dispose of safely.

In the Box

1200W halogen heater (body) 
Base plate 
Fixing screws 
Instruction manual

Features

3 heat settings 
Oscillation action 
Lightweight 
Stability safety cut-out
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Safety Instructions

When using this electrical appliance, basic precautions should be followed to reduce the risk of 
fire, electric shock, and injury to person. 
Check that the voltage indicated on the data plate corresponds with that of the local network 
before connecting the appliance to the mains power supply. 
This appliance is not intended for use by persons (including children) with reduced physical, 
sensory or mental capabilities or lack of experience or knowledge. They should be given 
supervision and instruction in the use of the appliance by a person responsible for their safety. 
Close supervision is required when using this appliance near children. 
Do not immerse any part of the appliance in water or any other liquid. 
Unplug the power cord from the mains power supply if it is not being used, before cleaning and 
whilst changing the bulbs. 
Do not run the power cord under carpeting, rugs or other similar coverings where it may 
present a trip hazard. 
Do not operate this appliance with a damaged plug or cord or after being dropped or damaged 
in any way. Repairs to electrical appliances should only be performed by a qualified electrician. 
Improper repairs may place the user at serious risk. 
This appliance is intended for household use only and should not be used for commercial purposes. 
Do not use this appliance for anything other than its intended domestic use. 
Caution: This appliance generates heat during use, to avoid the risk of burns, do not touch  
the front. 
Ensure that combustible materials e.g.; furniture, pillows, curtains, clothes etc. are at least one 
metre away from the heater.  
This appliance is not intended for use in bathrooms, laundry areas or similar indoor locations. 
Never position the appliance where it could fall into a bath tub or similar water container. 
Always ensure that the appliance is placed on a flat level surface. 
Do not cover the appliance with material of any kind; it is not designed for use as a dryer and 
could become a fire hazard if used in this way. 
Do not insert foreign objects into the ventilation or exhaust openings as this may cause electric 
shock or fire. 
Do not use this appliance close to gasoline or other flammable liquids. 
Disconnect the appliance immediately if it malfunctions and contact your nearest service technician. 
Do not position the appliance directly under a 13A socket outlet. 
Do not use the appliance outdoors. 
Do not use this appliance with a programmer, timer, separate remote control system or any 
other device that switches it on automatically. 
Do not use this appliance with an extension cord or a multi-plug adaptor. 
Warning: To avoid overheating, DO NOT COVER THE APPLIANCE.  
Warning: This appliance is not equipped with a device to control the room temperature. Do 
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not use it in small rooms when they are occupied by persons not capable of leaving the room on 
their own, unless constant supervision is provided.  
The plug should be inserted directly into a 13A socket. 

Description of Parts
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Oscillation switch

Halogen heating 
tubes

Body

Base plate

Lattice net guard

Reflector  
(behind the tubes)

Handle (at the rear)

Power switch 3 - On 
(middle bulb)

Power switch 2 
(top bulb)

Power switch 1 
(bottom bulb)
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Instructions for Use 
Assembly

Assemble the heater and the base plate together in the following sequence: 
1. Remove the screws (with white caps) from the bottom of the body and retain. 
2. Feed the power cable through the clips on the base plate, use the diagram (Fig. 2)  
 for guidance.    
 Caution: The heater will only fit one way into the base plate. Do not attempt to force the  
 heater into the base plate if it does not fit. 
3. Secure the base plate to the heater using the screws, checking they are tightly secured. 
4. Ensure that the power cable is clipped into place through the slots provided (Fig. 2). If not  
 correctly secured, the heater will be unstable and function intermittently.

Operation

Position the heater on a flat, level surface, insert the plug into the mains power supply and switch 
on, if applicable. 
Press ‘Power Switch 3’ to turn on the heater. 
When the heater is switched on, adjust the temperature to suit your needs by following  
the guide: 
‘Power Switch 3’ ~ Low Heat (400W). 
‘Power Switch 3’ + ‘Power Switch 1 or 2’ ~ Medium Heat (800W). 
‘Power Switch 3’ + ‘Power Switch 1’ + ‘Power Switch 2’ ~ High Heat (1200W). 
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Press the oscillation switch to rotate the heater from side to side. 
Note: Ensure that the heater has sufficient room to oscillate and that flammable materials are 
kept at least one metre away from the heater at all times.  
If you need to change the position of the heater, switch it off, disconnect it from the mains 
power supply and wait for it to cool. Only attempt to move the heater by the handle at the rear 
and ensure that there is sufficient cable length available.  
After use, switch the heater off and unplug it from the mains power supply. 

Cleaning and Maintenance

Before attempting any cleaning or maintenance, ensure that the heater is unplugged from the 
mains power supply. 
Make sure that the heater has thoroughly cooled before cleaning or storing.  
Wipe the heater with a damp cloth and dry thoroughly.  
Store the heater in a dry area whilst not in use. 

Specification

Voltage: 230V~50Hz 
Output: 1200W
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Connection to the mains

Please check that the voltage indicated on the product corresponds with your supply voltage.

Important

As the colours in the mains lead of this 
appliance may not correspond with the 
coloured markings identifying the terminals in 
your plug, please proceed as follows:

The wires in the mains lead are coloured in 
accordance with the following code:

Blue Neutral (N)

Brown Live (L)

Green/Yellow Earth (    )

FOR UK USE ONLY - Plug fitting details (where applicable).

The wire coloured BLUE is the NEUTRAL and must be connected to the terminal marked N or 
coloured BLACK.

The wire coloured BROWN is the LIVE wire and must be connected to the terminal marked L or 
coloured RED.

The wire coloured GREEN/YELLOW must be connected to the terminal marked with the letter E 
or marked     .

On no account must either the BROWN or the BLUE wire be connected to the 
EARTH terminal (    ).

Always ensure that the cord grip is fastened correctly.

The plug must be fitted with a fuse of the same rating already fitted and conforming to BS 1362 
and be ASTA approved.

If in doubt consult a qualified electrician who will be pleased to do this for you.

Non-rewireable mains plug

If your appliance is supplied with a non-rewireable plug fitted to the mains lead and should the fuse 
need replacing, you must use an ASTA approved one (conforming to BS 1362 of the same rating).

If in doubt, consult a qualified electrician who will be pleased to do this for you.

If you need to remove the plug - DISCONNECT IT FROM THE MAINS and then cut it off the 
mains lead and immediately dispose of it safely. Never attempt to re-use the plug or insert it into a 
socket outlet as there is a danger of an electric shock.
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Ultimate Products Ltd. 
Manor Mill, Victoria Street, Chadderton, Oldham, OL9 0DD

If this product does not reach you in an acceptable condition please contact our Customer 
Services Department by one of the following methods:

Telephone: +44 (0)333 577 9820*

*Telephone lines are open Monday – Friday, 9am – 5pm (Closed Bank Holidays)

Email: customersupport@beldray.co.uk 

Fax: 0161 628 2126  

Please have your delivery note to hand as details from it will be required.

If you wish to return this product please return it to the retailer from where it was purchased 
with your receipt (subject to their terms and conditions).

Guarantee

This product is guaranteed for a period of 1 year from the date of purchase against mechanical 
and electrical defects.

This guarantee is only valid if the appliance is used solely for domestic purposes in accordance 
with the instructions and provided that it is not connected to an unsuitable electricity supply or 
dismantled or interfered with in any way or damaged through misuse. Under this guarantee we 
undertake to repair or replace free of charge any parts found to be defective. Reasonable proof 
of purchase must be provided.

Nothing in this guarantee or in the instructions relating to this product excludes, restricts or 
otherwise affects your statutory rights.  

In line with our policy of continuous development we reserve the right to change this product, 
packaging and documentation specification without notice.

Consumables are not guaranteed i.e. plug and fuse.

The crossed out wheelie bin symbol on this item indicates that this appliance 
needs to be disposed of in an environmentally friendly way when it becomes 
of no further use or has worn out. Contact your local authority for details of 
where to take the item for recycling.
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Imported and Distributed by:
UP Global Sourcing, 

Manchester,  
OL90DD

+44 (0)333 577 9820
customersupport@beldray.co.uk

Please retain all instructions for future reference. 
Made in China.

CD220512/MD110613/V3


